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Resonant magnetic x-ray scattering from dense assemblies of 9-nm-diameter«-Co andhcp-Co superpara-
magnetic particles is reported. For lower anisotropy«-Co assemblies remanent scattering is significantly
enhanced compared to a random orientation model, indicating that preferred intermoment orientations with
antiferromagnetic character exist with spatial frequencies ranging over several nearest neighbors. This
interaction-mediated collective behavior is consistent with dipolar energies and exists well into the superpara-
magnetic regime, revealing that such thermally activated motion is highly correlated.
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Magnetic nanoparticles with protective organic shells of-
ten self-assemble into densely packed arrays1,2 in which
close interparticle spacing increases the dipolar interaction
energy between particles to compete with single-particle an-
isotropy, Zeeman, and thermal energies.3,4 The magnetostatic
energy between dipolesmi and m j separated byr i j , Ei,j

D

=smi ·m jd / r ij
3 −3smi ·r i jdsm j ·r i jd / r ij

5, has minima ranging from
ferromagnetic(F) alignment whenmi, m j, andr i j are collin-
ear, to antiferromagnetic(AF) alignment when collinearmi

and m j are orthogonal tor i j . Thus orientations taken by in-
teracting dipoles in dense assemblies often involve frustra-
tion and spin-glass behavior. The correlation functionj
=kmi ·m jl is a useful descriptor for the ensemble of local
moment correlations, since it has positive and negative ex-
trema for these same collinear F and transverse AF order,
respectively.3 Macroscopic magnetic measurements5–10 and
micromagnetic modeling studies3,4,11,12reveal the importance
of dipolar interactions that are thought to lead to collective
behavior below the blocking temperaturesTBd of otherwise
superparamagnetic(SPM) particles.3,11,6 Few measurements,
however, are sensitive to interactions at interparticle length
scales, where they should be most pronounced.

In this Brief Report, we use resonant x-ray scattering to
observe magnetic structure in dense assemblies of 9 nm Co
particles having different anisotropy. We focus on the scat-
tering aboveTB where the particles form SPM systems. Neu-
tron scattering has long been used to measure paramagnetic
scattering in F and AF solids.13 A characteristic shift in mag-
netic scattering away from Bragg peaks into more diffuse
paramagnetic distributions is observed asT increases above
magnetic ordering temperatures. In these bulk studies, ex-
change interactions are responsible for the observed inter-
atomic paramagnetic correlations. In the present systems,
only dipolar interparticle interactions exist to mediate the
SPM correlations.

We isolate magnetic from charge scattering via field-
dependent measurements and observe it to shift to lower spa-
tial frequencies in the SPM remanent state relative to its
saturated distribution. We develop a kinematical scattering
model to understand how this SPM scattering is influenced

by dipolar interactions and conclude that the remanent SPM
scattering from the higher anisotropy sample is consistent
with randomly oriented moments. The lower anisotropy
sample, however, shows strongly enhanced SPM scattering
indicating that statistically significant dipolar interactions
having AF character exist out to several particle diameters.
The results show directly that dipolar interactions can
strongly influence time-averaged interparticle magnetic order
even well aboveTB of the individual particles.

Densely packed arrays were formed from hexane disper-
sions of 9-nm-diameters±5%d Co particles of the cubic,
lower anisotropy, « phase14 and higher anisotropyhcp
phase.15 The samples were prepared by allowing drops of
suspended particles to dry on 150 nm thick Si3N4 mem-
branes for transmission measurements. Macroscopic mag-
netic properties were studied with superconducting quantum
interference device(SQUID) magnetometry and ac suscepti-
bility. Interparticle properties were obtained from the scat-
tered intensityIsq,Hd measured in symmetric transmission
geometry[Fig. 1(b) inset] to position the scattering vectorq
in the membrane plane,16 using both linearsI lind and circular
sI±d polarization with variable applied fieldH perpendicular
to the membrane at 298 K. Several samples of each phase
were observed to have similar behavior; here we present de-
tailed results from one sample of each phase.

Magnetometry, ac susceptibility, and x-ray measurements
verify SPM assemblies at 298 K for the relevant time scale
of x-ray measurements. Hysteresis loops show no coercivity.
Zero-field cooled measurements of magnetizationsMd vs in-
creasingT peak at the frequency dependentTB well below
298 K. In the x-ray measurements, each 50 ps synchrotron
pulse yields an intensity snapshot of a particular ensemble
of moment orientations that are blocked at this time
scale. However, the relevant x-ray measurement time
tMs,102–103 sd integrates over many snapshots to yield a
time average of various particle moment configurations if
particles are thermally activated. ac susceptibility in the
1–103 Hz range exhibitsT peaks that extrapolate the time-
dependentTB=EA/ fk lnstM /t0dg to ,200 K for tM in this
range, whereEA is the activation energy andt0 the attempt
frequency.
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Spatially averaging transmission absorption measure-
ments across the CoL2,3 edges in a near saturating field,
Hsat= ±0.5 T, using circular polarization yields the imagi-
nary parts, f2, of the resonant magneticsfmd and charge
sfcd atomic scattering factorsfm/c= f1,m/c+ i f 2,m/c,

17,18seen for
«-Co in Fig. 2. The real parts,f1, are obtained via Kramers-
Kronig transformation. Calculated intensity spectra of pure
magnetic and charge scattering are in the inset;ufmu2/ ufcu2
=0.026 for«-Co at theL3 line, where data below were col-
lected. Similar spectra for thehcp-Co sample yield slightly
larger fc and fm values at theL3 peak and intensity ratio
0.037. The absorption step inf2,m indicates that aggregated
regions are,5–10 particles thick. The strength of thef2,c
lines are comparable to those in bulk Co.19 The size off2,m
relative to f2,c lines is 2 to 3 times smaller than for bulk Co,
so the average moment per atom in the particles is corre-

spondingly smaller(,0.5–0.8mB vs 1.7mB in bulk Co). A
9 nm particle contains,34 000 atoms, and so has moment
umu,22 000mB.

Interparticle chemical structure is obtained fromI linsqd for
the «- and hcp-Co samples[Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. Each
sample exhibits a diffuse ring atqpeak=0.54 nm−1 arising
from interparticle interference. These data are normalized for
slit size effects and by the spherical particle form factor. The
characteristic length 2p /qpeak=11.6 nm confirms dense as-
semblies, and that the organic ligand shells remain intact.
The peak widthsDq=0.096 and 0.12 nm−1 for the «- and
hcp-Co samples, respectively, suggest relatively disordered
particle assemblies, and the different peak shapes reveal
measurable differences in interparticle microstructure in the
two samples. Thehcpsample exhibits increasing intensity as
q→0 indicating inhomogeneity at length scales.500 nm.

Magnetic structural information is obtained from the dif-
ference betweenq scans measured atH=0 andHsat. For each
sample,I linsH=0d is systematically smaller thanI linsHsatd at
qpeak, and larger at lowerq, reminiscent of neutron scattering
from paramagnetic solids. These general differencesDI lin
; I linsH=0d− I linsHsatd [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)] are clearly mag-
netic in origin, and are simply understood qualitatively. At
Hsat all mi lie along H, yielding commensurate charge and
magnetic scattering amplitudes for which magnetic intensity
adds to the charge intensity atqpeak and for all q. Thermal
activation atH=0 reduces the commensurate magnetic inten-
sity at qpeak, and yields increased SPM scattering at lowerq.
A quantitative scattering model is developed to understand if
and how dipolar interactions contribute to this SPM scatter-
ing.

Sensitivity to the orientation of individualmi is given by
the atomic scattering factorf =pcfc+pmfm, where pc
=sef

* ·e0d andpm=−isef
* 3e0d ·m are the charge and magnetic

polarization prefactors depending on scattering angle 2u, in-
cident and final polarizationse0 and ef, and magnetization
directionm;m / umu.17 The scattering geometry used is over-
whelmingly sensitive to the longitudinalsixd projection of
moments, be they static or thermally activated. Furthermore,
we are sensitive to structure withr i j iq that is orthogonal to
longitudinalm, and hence only to the first term inED favor-
ing negativej (AF alignment). Using the circular polariza-
tion basis with small u and longitudinal m gives f±
> fc7 i f m for opposite helicity.16

The scattered intensity from interfering particles in the
Born approximation can then be written

I±sq,v,Hd = fc
2sc−c + fm

2 sm−m ± 2sf2cf1m − f1cf2mdsc−m, s1d

where6 subscripts refer to right and left circular polariza-
tion, and partial structure factorssc−csqd, sm−msq,H ,vd, and
sc−msq,H ,vd describe the spatial distribution of charge-
charge, magnetic-magnetic, and charge-magnetic correla-
tions, respectively. Theq-dependent spherical particle form
factor is not explicitly included, as the data have already
been normalized by it.pc and pm are implicit in thesi−j, so
that any temporal fluctuations ofmi yield frequencysvd de-
pendence only insm−m andsc−m. Sincesc−m andsm−m are odd
and even in helicity, respectively, it follows thatI+− I−

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) and(b) showq-resolved intensities for
the «- and hcp-Co samples measured with linear polarization at
saturation and remanence. Inset in(b) is a schematic of the scatter-
ing geometrysq iz,H ixd. (c) and(d) show the field-dependent dif-
ference(symbols) for the samples above, and predictions(lines)
based on a model of randomly oriented, noninteracting particles
described in the text.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Realsf1d and imaginarysf2d parts of the
charge and magnetic scattering factors for the«-Co sample are in
the top and bottom panels, respectively. The inset shows the relative
strengths of pure charge and magnetic scattering intensities.
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=4sf2cf1m− f1cf2mdsc−m gives only the cross-term, as noted in
Ref. 20, and thatI lin ;sI++ I−d /2= fc

2sc−c+ fm
2 sm−m.

Confirmation of this scattering model comes from hyster-
esis loops ofI+, I−, andI lin measured atq/qpeak=1.0 and 0.32
for the «-Co sample shown in Fig. 3. The identityI++ I−
;2I lin, its second order dependence onM and helicity, and
the first order dependence ofI+− I− hold for all q values and
for both samples. We see that the field dependence ofI lin,
rather thanI+− I−, is most appropriate to study dipolar inter-
actions that manifest through the interference of magnetic
amplitudes. The SPM scattering inDI linsqd is seen as a pro-
nounced remanent peak in the loops atq/qpeak=0.32, while
the loss atq/qpeak=1.0 is within the size of the data symbols
since it sits atop the much larger charge peak. Thermal acti-
vation is confirmed for both samples from the lack of rema-
nence or coercivity in these loops.

We apply this theory by consideringsm−msqd evaluated for
several idealized magnetic configurations for a simple linear
lattice of particles oriented alongq. This lattice extends for
just six particles to yield peak widths comparable to those
measured. The saturated magnetic configuration yields a
peak insm−msqd at the sameqpeak as thesc−csqd charge peak
[Fig. 4(a)]. A hypothetical, ideal AF superlattice with all
mi ix and adjacentmi ·m j =−1 yields a peak of the same
width and intensity atqpeak/2 [also in Fig. 4(a)]. Next, con-
sider a model in which eachmi takes all orientations with
equal probability, independent ofm jÞi, to describe a nonin-
teracting SPM assembly. At any given time, nearest neigh-
bors are equally likely to have F or AF alignment with re-
spect to each other, and integrating overmi orientations
gives peaks atqpeak andqpeak/2, each with 1/6 the intensity
of the saturated and ideal AF peaks, respectively, also shown
in Fig. 4(a). EvaluatingDI lin for this hypothetical, noninter-
acting remanent SPM configuration yields the difference
curve in Fig. 4(b), which captures the main features of the

measured results in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), namely the pro-
nounced negative peak atqpeak and positive peak near
qpeak/2. The positive1

2 order peak results from the longitu-
dinal projections of nearest neighborm pairs that have AF
character. These moments need not be rigidly AF coupled to
yield this scattering, but simply must have an AF longitudi-
nal projection at some point in their uncorrelated thermally
activated motion.

In comparing measuredDI lin with this noninteracting ran-
dom orientation model, we can improve on its idealized lat-
tice since we know that bothsc−csqd and sm−msq,Hsatd
~ I linsq,Hsatd for each sample, i.e., we know the shape of
sm−msq,Hsatd. Generalizing the random orientation model us-
ing sample-specific frequency spectra yields the lines in Figs.
1(c) and 1(d), which have been scaled to the measured first
order peak. For thehcp sample, the agreement between the
model and measuredDI lin is remarkably good. We conclude
that, at least for longitudinal moment projections, dipolar
interactions are not sufficient to become evident in the scat-
tering and that the particle moment orientations are random
for this sample.

The SPM «-Co sample scatters significantly more
strongly at lowq than predicted for noninteracting, randomly
oriented particles, not only nearqpeak/2 but extending with
roughly constant intensity down to,qpeak/5. Given our pre-
dominant sensitivity to longitudinalm, the internal reference
to the longitudinal saturated state, and the prediction of well-
defined AF scattering from the random-orientation model, it
is clear that the strong positive feature inDI lin for «-Co must
originate from longitudinal AF correlations enhanced by di-
polar interactions. For example, if the AF dipolar term inED
were to influence thermally activated nearest neighbors to
favor AF correlations, this would increase the intensity of the
qpeak/2 peak relative to the first order peak, but this alone

FIG. 3. (Color online) Scattering hysteresis loops at indicatedq
values using linear and opposite circular polarization for the«-Co
sample. Also shown are the average and difference of opposite cir-
cular loops. Data are normalized so thatI lin and sI++ I−d /2 equal 1
at saturation.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Model calculations(top) of pure mag-
netic intensity for saturated longitudinal ferromagnetic(F) align-
ment and ideal longitudinal antiferromagnetic(AF) alignment. Ran-
domly oriented particles would have an equal probabilitys1/6d of
AF and F alignment with magnetic scattering equal to the sum of
the two reduced curves. Subtracting the saturated stated from the
random state gives a difference curve(bottom) with characteristic
AF and F peaks.
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would not broaden the12 order peak. One explanation for its
increased width would be that the AF correlations have a
smaller coherence length, on average, than that of the par-
ticle assembly. This would both broaden and diminish
strength of the1

2 order peak whose position would remain at
qpeak/2.

To summarize our conclusions, the scattering from the
hcp assembly is consistent with randomly oriented, uncorre-
lated longitudinal moments, while that from the«-Co sample
shows strongly enhanced AF correlations over a broad range.
Considering the time-average nature of these measurements,
it is clear that these correlations are maintained during the
thermally activated motion of individual particles. In other
words, a correlated or collective state exists aboveTB for this
sample. Neither sample exhibits a strong remanent magnetic
peak well below the1

2 order position, where we would ex-
pect a peak from domains extending for many particles in the
sample plane,21 leading us to conclude that such domains are
not present in these samples.

We interpret the pronounced differences in remanent mag-
netic structure between the two samples as resulting from
several sources. The average moment and anisotropy of in-
dividual particles are different in the« and hcp phase par-
ticles. This in turn leads to differences in the relative magni-
tudes of the anisotropy and dipolar energy densities in the

two assemblies. It is reasonable to assume that the ratio of
anisotropy to dipolar energies is larger in thehcp sample;
this coupled with a random distribution of anisotropy axes
would yield a more uncorrelated remanent state for thehcp
assembly, as observed. The dipolar energy and magnetic
structure are known to depend sensitively on precise details
of the three-dimensional interparticle order, which is differ-
ent for the two samples as indicated in their different shapes
of I linsq,Hsatd. Thus microstructural differences between the
two assemblies are expected to contribute to the different
remanent magnetic spectra, in addition to differences in iso-
lated particle properties.

These first resonant soft x-ray measurements of interpar-
ticle magnetic structure in particle assemblies reveal high
sensitivity, even down to the particle monolayer level. This
ability to measure interparticle magnetic structure will be-
come increasingly important as assemblies with controlled
microstructures, and as new types of magnetic cluster assem-
blies, emerge.

Measurements were made at beamlines 8.0 and 4.0 at the
Advanced Light Source at LBNL. Work at LBNL was sup-
ported by the Director, Office of Science, Office of Basic
Energy Sciences, under DOE Contract No. DE-AC03-
76SF00098.
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